JILA PROPOSAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Submitted By: _________________________ Date: ________________

General Information

Agency: _____________________________ New Renewal Supplement (circle one)

Submission: On-line Hard Copy (circle applicable) Due Date: ________________

Proposal Title: ____________________________

Budget: ___ does not require budget at this time ___ outline of budget attached ___ budget attached (check one)

Approximate Budget Per Year $________ Number of Years ______

Number of Graduate Students ____, Research Associates ____, Other Personnel _____.

Impact

Creates a need for additional personnel? No __ Yes ___ (explain)
If yes, number of Graduate Students ____, Research Associates ____, Other Personnel ____. 

Creates a need for additional Office Space? No __ *Yes ___ (explain)

Creates a need for additional Laboratory Space? No __ *Yes ___ (explain)

Creates extra demand on the JILA/QPD Shops? No __ Yes ___ (explain)

Creates extra demand on JILA Staff? No __ Yes ___ (explain)

Funds will be budgeted for QPD Support Services? Yes __ No ___ (explain)
If yes, approximately ____% of annual budget, OR $_______ per year.

Proposal involves unusual circumstances? No __ Yes ___ (explain)

Will the time period of this proposal exceed the current appointment of named personnel included in the budget? No __ Yes ___ (explain)
If yes, the PI’s agree to sign a statement on the proposal routing sheet which remains with OCG and states: “The time covered by this proposal exceeds the current appointment of the Postdoctoral Research or Senior Research Associate(s) included in the budget. The Associate’s appointment ends ______ (date). The success of this proposal does not commit JILA or the University of Colorado to renew the appointment beyond the above noted date.”

Brief Description Of Scientific Content (on back of this page, or attach abstract)

Executive Committee Approval: ______________________ Date: ____________

*Executive Committee approval of proposals for submission should not be construed as tacit approval of additional office or laboratory space. Notification of proposal approval from the funding agency should be followed with a memo to the Space Committee requesting additional space.

ICR Distribution & Budget Approval (prior to University routing)
ICR distribution per discussion with the appropriate departments and Chief of Operations/NIST Administrative Officer are:

JILA ______% Other ______% Other ______%

Chief of Operations or NIST Administrative Officer Approval: ______________________ Date: ____________
Copy of final budget to be returned to Executive Committee to become permanent part of Executive Committee record.